Flyer for Culture Show

Important to respect each other’s work, collaborate

Tradiciones - easy to fall into trap of general tropes
  Need for sensitivity and reflection on what certain images could convey
  Graffiti - widespread and culturally relevant

What can we improve about the current flyer?
  Bottom panel - something more historical, dance-oriented?

Font and color
  Currently yellow, change if possible?
  Title (graffiti font) - too urban/messy?
  Description - different options for fonts

Description
  More concise (Esteban’s “celebrating traditions, making new ones”)

Title - add “2013 Cultural Show”?

Add OLAS logo

Fine Arts Grant - $400
  Use to pay two dance groups

Photographer
  Ellen R. from Wendt
  Equipment? Possibly rent from Logan

Pockets Cards!
  8 left, $10 each

Week of Culture Show
  Rehearsals Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday morning
  Volunteers at 5 p.m. Saturday, volunteer/dancer dinner between 5:30 and 6:30
  More details on shifts to come

Skits

Institute of Politics - Sergio Bendixen on the effect of the Latino electorate on current American politics, tomorrow (2/20/13), 12 p.m.